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Codes and Standards Update

February 9, 2016

        AGENDA

Code Readiness and Field Survey

Natural Gas Issues

Engagement with Munis

Climate Strategy





T24 Part 6 – Energy Efficiency Standards

Executive Order B-18-12

Nonresidential ZNE NC  by 2030
Nonresidential Sector will be Done by Building Type 





































2008 Title 24  in Effect

2013

Adopted 





2016 Adopted 



2019 Adopted 























2011	2013	2015	2017	2019	2021	2023	2025	2027	2029

2022 Adopted

2025 Adopted

2028 Adopted 





All New

State Buildings 

ZNE



All New

Construction  

ZNE + 50% of existing buildings

Warehouses -  49 kBtu/sf*

Small Office – 145

Retail - 149

College - 160

Lodging - 167

Schools - 92

Large Office - 203 kBtu/sf

Health - 276

Ref Warehouse – 211

Food store - 447 

Restaurant  - 622

*Source energy kBtu/sf from CEUS

CA Commercial End-Use Survey

Start now doing buildings that are easier.



Begin with End in Mind.



50% of New

State Buildings 

ZNE





ZNE Tier

CALGreen

Codify ZNE Criteria









Planning – Drivers and Vision

Key Drivers and Issues

IOUs best positioned to provide a coordinated multi-sector approach

Need to communicate and demonstrate a unified and innovative vision to CPUC

Need for creative programs







Portfolio Vision

PG&E will target two distinct goals

Cost effective, customer energy savings through incentive programs

Support state policy goals such as GHG reductions and ZNE through market transformation 
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Expand with voice over talking points from Pat



IOUs best positioned to provide a coordinated multi-sector approach

Cities and RENS not structured to handle simultaneous C&S advocacy at national, and state scale

This hinders their capability to develop an integrated end to end strategy between the entire portfolio

3d parties can be very good at program delivery to their niche but this is different than developing a coordinated strategy

The reality is other organizations could take this effort over but there would be a steep learning curve that would set back the portfolio several years.  The setback would be worse if the EE portfolio were fully integrated and fully made use of PG&E resources.

The better we are at pushing the envelope on transforming the building efficiency market, the less dissatisfaction by policy makers and the more difficult it is to conceive of others filling this function.

This means building on our strengths:

 - Ability to pass market information between multiple programs and business elements within PG&E

 - C&S is positioned to bring market intelligence from national and international code and rating forums back to PG&E

 - Ability to develop a coordinated strategy between different programs and elements within PG&E

 - Ability to use PG&E government relations and legal assets also in the service of EE

 - Ability to coordinate with other utilities in side and outside of California to pursue a GHG agenda in line with state policy

 - Ability to use metering, billing and access to capital to leverage energy information into implemented EE projects



The next 14 years call for a ramping up of efforts if we are to hit the state’s 2030 targets

 - Doubling of EE

 - Increasing renewables

 - Increasing EV’s

 - Increasing DR and smart grid

 - Adding energy storage to the grid

 - Leveraging ag and other programs to significantly reduce water consumption



For new buildings and appliances – the end game or exit plan is into codes

For existing buildings  - this is a long term effort that is not readily amenable to be solved with codes



For the post 2030 goals  - we can’t fully envision what the solutions will be to hit the proposed 2050 trajectory; there will be opportunities to build on this vehicle



If we do this well there may be international opportunities. 
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This Can Be Done

Source: Figure 5.3. DOE’s 2015 Quadrennial Technology Review
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Title 24 is requiring more efficiency

Title 20 and DOE standards improving

Code Readiness enhances progress

Incentive programs motivate customers to take action

DR addresses grid impacts

PV is becoming cost effective thereby addressing “Other” 





http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/09/f26/Quadrennial-Technology-Review-2015_0.pdf



Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 compare residential and commercial energy use in the current building stock with buildings using ENERGY STAR® equipment, today’s best available technologies, technologies meeting DOE’s emerging technologies (ET 2020) cost and performance goals, and the energy used if all equipment operated at theoretical efficiency limits (e.g., perfect heat pumps). In most cases, the best available technologies have similar performance to those meeting the ET 2020 goals, but planned research advances will make those technologies cost-effective by 2020. The cost goals represent the DOE’s analysis of material costs and manufacturing methods judged plausible, including expert solicitations shown in the cited roadmaps.3 Some of these goals are shown in Table 5.14 (see also the supplemental information on roadmaps for this chapter on the web). Considering only cost-based analysis of new energy efficiency technologies has limitations. For example, features such as improving the ability to comfortably stand by a window on a cold day or changing the color of lighting reflect qualitative values that may affect consumer preferences but would be difficult to analyze quantitatively. None of the economic analysis presented here reflects the social cost of carbon, and none of them reflects services that could be provided to the electric grid (see Chapter 3). Furthermore, the savings shown in the ENERGY STAR® scenario in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 include measures that are cost-effective today but are not being used because of a complex set of market failures. Capturing the much larger, potential future savings, reflected in the best available ET 2020 and thermodynamic limit scenarios, requires a well-designed research, development, demonstration, and deployment (RDD&D) program, the focus of this chapter. It will also require market-focused programs that encourage rapid adoption of efficient technologies including credible information, standards, labels, and other policies that help consumers understand the costs and benefits of energy-purchasing decisions, and programs to ensure an adequate supply of workers with the skills needed to design, build, and operate new energy systems. The figures show no reduction in energy used for “other” uses, which include televisions and computer monitors, computers, other electronics, and miscellaneous devices. This is not because their efficiency can’t be improved but because the total is the sum of a very large number of different devices. In many cases, commercial investment in the technology is driving change so fast that federal applied research will have limited value. Rapidly increasing demand for fast information processing, for example, is facing energyuse limits, which are driving an enormous amount of private research investment. It is important to determine where and how to productively invest in RDD&D that could improve the efficiency of an electronic component used by these products, and depending on research results, private research efforts and competing priorities within budget limitations, the mix of appropriate investments is likely to change over time. As an example, the development and application of wide band gap semiconductors could reduce energy use in a number of miscellaneous devices but currently has insufficient RDD&D investment to drive this forward in a timely manner. Excluding this “other” category, Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show that building energy use can be reduced by about half. Buildings last for decades (consider that more than half of all commercial buildings in operation today were built before 1970),5 so it’s important to consider technologies that can be used to retrofit existing buildings as well as new buildings. Many of the technologies assumed in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 can be used in both new and existing structures (e.g., light-emitting diodes [LEDs]). Retrofits present unique challenges, and technologies focused on retrofits merit attention because of the large, existing stock and its generally lower efficiency. These include low-cost solutions such as thin, easily-installed insulation, leak detectors, devices to detect equipment and systems problems (e.g., air conditioners low on refrigerants), and better ways to collect and disseminate best practices. Energy use in buildings depends on a combination of good architecture and energy systems design and on effective operations and maintenance once the building is occupied. Buildings should be treated as sophisticated, integrated, interrelated systems. It should also be understood that different climates probably require different designs and equipment, and that the performance and value of any component technology depends on the system in which it is embedded. Attractive lighting depends on the performance of the devices that convert electricity to visible light, as well as on window design, window and window covering controls, occupancy detectors, and other lighting controls. As the light fixture efficiency is greatly increased, lighting controls will have a reduced net impact on energy use. In addition, the thermal energy released into the room by lighting would decrease, which then affects building heating and cooling loads. Since buildings consume a large fraction of the output of electric utilities, they can greatly impact utility operations. Specifically, buildings’ ability to shift energy demand away from peak periods, such as on hot summer afternoons, can greatly reduce both cost and GHG emissions by allowing utilities to reduce the need for their least efficient and most polluting power plants. Coordinating building energy systems, on-site generation, and energy storage with other buildings and the utility can lower overall costs, decrease GHG emissions, and increase system-wide reliability.
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Code Readiness Example
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Low-rise Office

Dedicated Outdoor Air System

High Efficiency HP

Targeted Measures

Other ZNE Measures

Fault Detection Diagnostics

Project Characteristics

Major savings increment ≥40% reduction in energy use

Financial inducements for specific “technologies”

Repeatable prototypes for ZNE new buildings and retrofits

Best Practices design changes

Collect data to support code proposals and incentive programs 

Knowledge transfer to builders and others



Outside Air





Code Readiness Projects

Developing code readiness demonstrations projects for the following types of buildings and applications:

Single family

Multifamily

Low-rise office

K-12 Schools

Low-rise retail

Warehouses

Parking lot lighting



Outcomes will inform and strengthen C&S advocacy and incentive program design

Design, construction, and commissioning challenges

Energy impacts

Costs

Feedback from builders, building managers, and occupants

Material for training and outreach activities to improve code compliance
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Code Readiness Leveraging C&S Research

Program Support 

Develop new deemed measure for pump/motor/controls

Use USDOE variable load test method and metric 

Based on 3 yrs of C&S research for DOE C/I pump system rule

pump, motor, + VS controls
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Existing IOU statewide pool pump program: ~50% -70% savings

Other opportunities: residential circulator pumps, fan systems etc.





Circulator Pump System Savings

Savings	Pumps Only	Motors Only	Pump Systems	0.05	0.02	0.5	

Residential Field Survey

Comprehensive audits and metering of a statistically valid sample of residential customers to produce:

Equipment Saturations

Average Equipment Age & Efficiency

Equipment Run Hours

Load Shapes for Major Equipment

Customer targeting information (climate zone, customer type, etc.) 
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Natural Gas Issues and Engagement
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Residential Gas Furnaces Background

PG&E C&S Team Position 

Proposed levels are justified with analysis showing they are cost-effective and feasible.

Increasing combustion efficiency increases value of natural gas ensuring continued market share.

Beneficial to renters ≈ ½ of our customers.

System and installation options available to address problem installations. 
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https://www.aga.org/natural-gas-furnace-efficiency-rule-0

AGA Position

“The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) recently issued a notice of proposed rulemaking for residential natural gas furnaces, which would mandate that all non-weatherized natural gas furnaces manufactured must have a 92 percent or higher efficiency rating.” 

“These proposed standards would eliminate efficient, non-condensing furnaces, causing an undue burden on, and significant costs for, many natural gas customers.”







Impact of 92% Res Furnace Standard on
PG&E Gas Demand
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By 2030, cumulative savings of the standard are 48 MMTherms/year.

or
1.0% of PG&E annual gas demand.















TDV comparison basis of Title 24 trade-offs
Tank DHW baseline (2013 Title 24)
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Easy to use heat pumps for code compliance, including

Especially for ZNE tier

Old baseline (2013 T24) encouraged fuel switching to heat pumps





Statewide Average	Tank EF 0.60	Tankless EF 0.82	Cond Tankless EF 0.96	HP EF 2.4	HP EF 2.7	0	8.2934810020630856E-2	0.11153704017894288	-1.0599011103415755E-3	2.7012086021284663E-2	CZ3 (Bay Area)	Tank EF 0.60	Tankless EF 0.82	Cond Tankless EF 0.96	HP EF 2.4	HP EF 2.7	0	0.14620547028649036	0.20153687070416249	-1.8146428499016855E-2	3.7144421240445119E-2	Compliance Margin (% TDV)



TDV comparison basis of Title 24 trade-offs 
Tankless baseline (2016 Title 24)
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Difficult to use Heat Pump Water Heaters (HPWH)

HPWH Negative 20% compliance margin in CZ 3 (Bay Area)

Base case

High Efficiency HPWH not much better





Statewide Average	Tank EF 0.60	Tankless EF 0.82	Cond Tankless EF 0.96	HP EF 2.4	HP EF 2.7	-9.0435021334193857E-2	0	3.1188873452884722E-2	-9.1590774624061178E-2	-6.0980096737293377E-2	CZ3 (Bay Area)	Tank EF 0.60	Tankless EF 0.82	Cond Tankless EF 0.96	HP EF 2.4	HP EF 2.7	-0.17124198527665616	0	6.4806459273331896E-2	-0.19249584421752552	-0.12773687960104482	

Compliance Margin (% TDV)



AGA Engagement

Met with AGA and PG&E Corporate Affairs in DC

Agreed to share positions and supporting analysis earlier in process for various DOE rulemakings.

Agreed to continue regular engagement.
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Meeting with Southern California Gas has been rescheduled to March 16th





Engagement with Munis
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California Energy Consumption by Entity (2014)

Electricity (Munis = 23%)



Gas (Munis = 1%)
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Note: Many of the smaller munis are represented by SCPPA and NCPA.

Source. CEC. http://www.ecdms.energy.ca.gov/





Los Angeles Department of Water & Power (LADWP)	Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD)	Imperial Irrigation District (IID)	Silicon Valley Power (SVP)	Modesto Irrigation District (MID)	Turlock Irrigation District (TID)	Anaheim, City of	Riverside, City of	Glendale Water and Power	Burbank Water and Power	Roseville Electric	Vernon, City of	Redding Electric Utility	Pasadena Water and Power	City and County of San Francisco (CCSF)	Palo Alto, City of	PacifiCorp	Liberty Utilities	Merced Irrigation District	Lodi Electric Utility	Power & Water Resources Pooling Authority (PWRPA)	Alameda Municipal Power	Colton Electric Utility Department	Azusa Light and Water	Shasta Lake, City of	Truckee Donner Public Utilities District	Corona, City of	Banning, City of	Plumas-Sierra Rural Electric Co-op	Surprise Valley Electric Co-op	Lompoc, City of 	Lassen Municipal Utility District	Moreno Valley Electric Utility	Bear Valley Electric Service	Ukiah, City of	Trinity Public Utilities District	Healdsburg, City of	Victorville Municipal Utility Services	Port of Oakland	Rancho Cucamonga Municipal Utility	Cerritos, City of	Needles, City of	Anza Electric Co-op	Eastside Power Authority	Gridley Electric Utility	City of Industry	Pittsburg, City of (Island Energy)	Port of Stockton	Hercules Municipal Utility 6	Biggs Municipal Utilties	Valley Electric Association	Kirkwood Meadows PUD	Shelter Cove Resort Improvement District
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Municipal Utility Engagement?

Engage with Munis if PG&E can accomplish the following:

Cost-sharing allows PG&E/IOUs to deepen and/or broaden C&S activities

Strengthens advocacy results: primarily with the CEC, but could potentially also include CA legislature, DOE, etc.

Strengthens position with CPUC (helpful with REN dynamics)



SCPPA, LADWP, SMUD, and NCPA are the top four entities for engagement. 

All four have been involved and/or expressed interest in C&S advocacy. 

All four will likely have slightly different perspectives and procedures on how they can engage. 

Title 24 is top priority but PG&E could also eventually explore engagement opportunities for appliance standards 
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Climate strategy

Response to S2 Strategic Plan Goal
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CPUC Presentation on SB 350

CPUC Statutory Requirements

Encourages widespread Transportation Electrification

Requires doubling of Energy Efficiency savings from electricity and natural gas end-uses by 2030

Increase Renewable Requirements from 33% by 2020 to 50% by 2030

Requires resource optimization and an Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) process

Integrated Resource Planning (IRP)

“will look at both supply side and demand side resources as a means of focusing on GHG emissions and reliability of the utility’s portfolio.”

Process will establish more specific GHG reduction targets for IOUs

19

Source: CPUC presentation on SB 350 (December 2, 2015)







http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/uploadedFiles/CPUC_Public_Website/Content/Utilities_and_Industries/Energy_-_Electricity_and_Natural_Gas/SB350ImplementationPresentation_120215.pdf 
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California’s GHG Goals

Sources: Historic emissions from California's 2000-2013 greenhouse gas emission inventory (CARB). 





AB 32 limit

(1990 levels by 2020)





2030 goal

(40% below 1990 levels)

E.O. B-30-15

2050 goal

(80% below 1990 levels)

E.O. S-3-05; Pledge  made by 
123 jurisdictions, 
including CA, representing 
720 million total people and more than a quarter of the global economy



Historic emissions
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From 12/9/2015 press release: “bringing the tally to 123 jurisdictions representing more than 720 million people and $19.9 trillion in combined GDP, equivalent to more than a quarter of the global economy.” https://www.gov.ca.gov/news.php?id=19236



Details on the subnational pledge can be found at: http://under2mou.org/
Under 2 MOU: “Under 2 Memorandum of Understanding”  “Under 2” degrees C of global warming & “Under 2” annual tons of CO2e/capita, which is ~80% below 1990 levels



Acre, Brazil (*)

Alsace, France

Amazonas, Brazil

The Azores, Portugal

Baden-Württemberg, Germany (*)

Baja California, Mexico (*)

The Department of Bas-Rhin, France

Basel-Landschaft, Switzerland

Basel-Stadt, Switzerland

Basque Country, Spain

Bavaria, Germany

British Columbia, Canada (*)

California, USA (*)

Catalonia, Spain(*)

Chiapas, Mexico

Connecticut, USA

Cross River State, Nigeria

Emilia-Romagna, Italy

Estado de México, Mexico

Germany (+)

Gifu, Japan

City of Guédiawaye, Senegal

Hidalgo, Mexico

Italy (+)

Jalisco, Mexico (*)

Jiangsu Province (+)

Kathmandu Valley, Nepal

Lombardy, Italy

City of Los Angeles, USA

Luxembourg (+)

Madeira, Portugal

Greater Manchester, UK

Mexico City, Mexico

Minnesota, USA

City of Nampula, Mozambique

The Netherlands (+)

New Hampshire, USA

New York City, USA

New York State, USA

North Brabant, The Netherlands

North Holland, The Netherlands

North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany

Northwest Territories, Canada

Ontario, Canada (*)

Oregon, USA (*)

Pernambuco, Brazil

Québec, Canada

Rhône-Alpes, France

Rondônia, Brazil

City of San Francisco, USA

Sardinia, Italy

Schleswig-Holstein, Germany

Scotland, UK

Sichuan, China (+)

South Holland, The Netherlands

Thuringia, Germany

Tocantins, Brazil

Ucayali, Peru

The United Kingdom (+)

City of Vancouver, Canada

Vermont, USA (*)

Wales, UK (*)

Washington, USA (*)

Yucatán, Mexico

City of Zhenjiang, China (+)
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Historical GHG emissions	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	431	466.31670451416943	481.22671626283193	480.31679690642568	483.05430849960203	492.86131332612194	485.13228391181298	482.51819298008371	489.16033972499258	487.10051431065608	458.44118156710857	453.05547099302635	450.94310089618301	458.68460353657002	459.3	CA's GHG Budget	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	455.25714285714184	451.21428571428532	447.1714285714279	443.12857142857047	439.08571428571395	435.04285714285652	430.99999999999909	413.76000000000931	396.52000000000407	379.28000000000611	362.04000000000815	344.80000000000291	327.56000000000495	310.32000000000698	293.08000000000902	275.84000000000378	258.6	0000000000582	249.9800000000032	241.36000000000058	232.7400000000016	224.12000000000262	215.50000000000364	206.88000000000102	198.26000000000204	189.64000000000306	181.02000000000407	172.40000000000146	163.78000000000247	155.16000000000349	146.54000000000087	137.92000000000189	129.30000000000291	120.68000000000393	112.06000000000131	103.44000000000233	94.820000000003347	86.200000000000728	Necessary reductions	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	0	0	0	0	1.7364857142860046	5.3581428571434913	9.2401000000009503	25.659499999990771	42.382399999995926	58.979299999993827	75.752499999991869	100.01579999999706	116.90529999999507	134.04389999999302	144.27679999999089	161.8778999999962	174.9141999999942	182.6560999999968	192.3674999999995	202.23089999999848	212.15789999999743	220.46259999999631	230.64699999999897	240.71969999999794	250.95899999999699	261.20569999999594	271.46209999999854	281.88919999999757	292.30189999999646	303.03789999999913	313.64359999999817	324.48269999999707	335.25959999999606	346.01089999999868	356.74449999999763	366.65949999999663	377.43309999999929	

California's Annual GHGs

(Million Metric Tons of CO2 Equivalent) 



PG&E has the Tools to “Widen” Each Wedge 
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Expand ET, EE programs, and C&S

Market transformation efforts to fully support ZNE goals 



DR programs, storage programs, etc.

Transportation electrification, EV-ready infrastructure codes, etc.

Expand water programs, water-related C&S (res, comm, and ag)

Replace HFCs with CO2 and other 
lower-GWP refrigerants

CA to remain within or 

below budget until ~2028

Additional, long term reductions needed



Challenge will require continued PG&E administration of EE, DR, and RE
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Historical GHG emissions	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	431	466.31670451416943	481.22671626283193	480.31679690642568	483.05430849960203	492.86131332612194	485.13228391181298	482.51819298008371	489.16033972499258	487.10051431065608	458.44118156710857	453.05547099302635	450.94310089618301	458.68460353657002	459.3	CA's GHG Budget	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	440.85859999999991	427.12944937906286	411.64596584866445	395.53098597097193	380.27155885087018	364.96165230258794	349.89826239316824	343.86536504486793	337.95375571345869	332.04727556960859	326.17534269078214	321.20517778886648	315.63771227851026	310.17495318673679	304.3274176590067	299.25172137407236	290.2346	279.06710000000004	269.30080000000004	259.4	1390000000001	249.27920000000006	237.9486	227.57129999999998	217.10069999999996	206.43079999999998	195.66430000000003	185.01200000000003	174.06360000000001	164.47359999999998	156.34550000000002	147.84100000000001	139.60990000000001	130.76479999999998	122.94221999999999	115.32741999999999	107.99812000000001	101.11282	Remaining necessary savings	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	3.0686841290406903	14.050829652595638	24.341363820410379	34.809618175812773	45.551687315211439	56.828246343646612	67.909924348584639	79.043523930126611	90.45256324120885	101.96775418538459	113.37914604264748	125.63235810526453	136.51863027100072	146.08631949489543	155.97022771223129	165.68434021901587	175.98308713387351	185.24642189322608	194.29265666569768	202.68092539216579	211.01280353539818	Other state policies and goals	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	0.13719096033700257	0.41976899992435629	0.7541301498364148	1.0219895242823716	1.3567158319175026	1.6893747850594096	2.0269081256521919	2.1462028117014862	2.2705148938008413	2.3919634419719662	2.5161376859936286	2.7740801968999627	2.8985848192673727	3.0271998817629688	3.0340791348956211	3.1708502233810059	3.2278201516919158	3.1906041895422632	3.1877468804348843	3.1874545468371696	3.1881576318635623	3.1633898009278654	3.1684261520447778	3.1715555972086866	3.1769983268510429	3.1823167408299367	3.1875502047513913	3.1989869627217318	3.2102918913795655	3.226246733761462	3.2404119881841056	3.2579292891595029	3.2746145705237604	3.2909855498825249	3.3071534015700341	3.3118822270173238	3.3287157450256588	High GWP gases	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	0.68084704173357669	2.083216569865777	3.7425737113929567	5.0718979047951054	6.7330672397415201	8.3839767719464344	10.059076762968786	10.258363218506382	10.470995925057627	10.660672563362812	10.853888085249068	11.598338978104902	11.761141812026292	11.934728512429487	11.635686953574689	11.840992747433299	11.748798816077045	11.808438036764208	11.992887339115363	12.186892911912544	12.384828657442448	12.482443888688259	12.696553359093043	12.903620911291386	13.120725050589318	13.338075496742094	13.55581733748333	13.760539868993947	13.962714792534745	14.183403174573662	14.39469667514347	14.619466972441797	14.839243096287699	15.056319751591575	15.271205368557528	15.431556017546779	15.646664066871454	Power plants	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	0.38303241312217051	1.1719805197072533	2.1055052781205394	2.8533593810394899	3.7879036471777221	4.7166759311212108	5.6590573361263887	6.4420991101373772	7.2523868081605647	8.0646989246693259	8.8960646412931297	10.229943812755936	11.09895476995762	11.990458342709026	12.391396861278237	13.31570525309211	13.90431836423196	13.824586966624178	13.89275716611818	13.972067301682914	14.055792148866944	14.026654037757977	14.129210810209729	14.223511560770882	14.32844481898862	14.4331311926593	14.537740999555364	14.469079664450739	14.401355155484014	14.355814346193045	14.303492740222838	14.267061790349	14.227963087183715	14.188485851557481	14.149109541903979	14.062119859791554	14.02779867437973	Fuels	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	0.6276215180776209	1.9203601777207322	3.4499963285173223	4.6754000053202454	6.2067066805009503	7.7285556176332868	9.272703913587149	9.6765326106845926	10.099139823273578	10.505486873104172	10.920694178239598	11.907166919255765	12.312303359999641	12.732769706931389	12.643843758417717	13.098457781033439	13.22360347581094	12.938477689177322	12.794281343777225	12.660443405955906	12.530474714971538	12.301332370030243	12.188843184756093	12.068610578590015	11.956755736412537	11.843916445438165	11.730252751379776	11.592684566960944	11.45691827691593	11.339715664791662	11.217981003167344	11.109478099924775	10.999589003449401	10.890111896030888	10.781414885465081	10.637398921105982	10.534153959838273	Forests	32874	36	526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	0.20249348495604488	0.6195779041300723	1.1130940535417109	1.5084537629311987	2.002508884150572	2.4935125957512798	2.9917108899944727	3.0232746637886789	3.0579927112675347	3.0852663713199591	3.1128879185606007	3.2965092730279655	3.3128244830947371	3.3316686410816536	3.2192246735434678	3.2468847335437432	3.193015490533563	3.1489878140263889	3.1389575703522583	3.1314565063939157	3.1249287779716854	3.0934861293481473	3.0912301076430184	3.0870914777343006	3.0851814230628167	3.0831225580619512	3.0809537572254344	3.0666112423700453	3.0524646098693871	3.0430176365758115	3.032131236733048	3.0246114699390452	3.0165243846960763	3.0083552552565376	3.0002057399235786	2.9819577457373128	2.974876064096144	Water	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	0.2863836430092635	0.87626017869833839	1.5742330185805313	2.1333846075742375	2.8321197075845013	3.5265392425626492	4.2311339729921835	4.2980292393581365	4.3700402575192276	4.4320183242209481	4.4950543831059253	4.7851007146528888	4.8339626368480015	4.8869460684483848	4.7467980379081816	4.8127459139733606	4.7578045388745149	4.7295278504829144	4.7518616713167887	4.7780062538209647	4.8056599060841041	4.7947326834337005	4.8288282331056109	4.8600992373257386	4.8950002554573535	4.9298132337392264	4.9645964426269851	4.982536642537255	5.0002698957981391	5.0252443403530815	5.0474300515338708	5.0748359255748419	5.1009447433040291	5.1265629237360937	5.1518636495510162	5.1593433292955124	5.1856786969928574	Transportation	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51	867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	1.7843763921271429	5.4597321264598557	9.8086057029845133	13.292522886719993	17.646145892935767	21.972879820288153	26.363012544995435	27.779867886823229	29.258017861811513	30.695922782189481	32.165852538262108	35.336998972705771	36.800228508554795	38.313621493707593	38.288780361569543	39.905250128552275	40.517592677376165	40.529024669269987	40.971133336228696	41.445979150902907	41.934073143558479	42.083772608407202	42.627244751006216	43.146532336297831	43.698823213142077	44.251267788537064	44.804364625798613	45.269822566708442	45.729548627548432	46.252171641162306	46.746157017551084	47.285739016492613	47.810784134378011	48.32875096150952	48.841271734646362	49.181511115343291	49.698296381612082	Renewables | 50% by 2030 (SB 350)	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	1.3239450348502699	4.0509307746560514	7.2776432576463961	9.8625882712578772	13.092824665394966	16.303110301042455	19.560435632655444	20.410064669478992	21.299240616106005	22.154066611130197	23.027526205510693	25.105409334258816	25.957442558242676	26.841758997368139	26.652278489414741	27.608578430083615	27.870437028280698	27.580997803434531	27.588185544163704	27.617556418598451	27.655572375947255	27.472416809677437	27.547913725474356	27.606929042572041	27.686182606204916	27.764477030525143	27.842152510449097	27.865455051909862	27.888581151386546	27.952941639610994	28.002546247150459	28.08181188901996	28.154524518221272	28.225160589126784	28.294673684602198	28.267160063913867	28.343767547703109	ZNE	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	54789	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	1.4112313928358204E-2	2.8639788902105667E-2	4.3481493664946518E-2	5.8682096017970448E-2	7.79296149001939E-2	9.428193462612236E-2	0.11097975571025492	0.12295179523715408	0.13996429053702744	0.15343618061892	828	0.60883303436818714	1.065276282455921	1.5223572761557678	1.9802049453719031	2.4190096421947649	2.8780035500619801	3.3366700133286251	3.7992344413468384	4.2634304109409609	4.7292640173410412	5.0322815507189587	5.3314620679287259	5.6352297897158055	5.9330724853576235	6.2344616370645261	6.5319483549622452	6.8264711729999474	7.1182603430948417	7.3822875606354774	7.6702839406241541	Efficiency | Double EE by 2030 (SB 350)	32874	36526	36892	37257	37622	37987	38353	38718	39083	39448	39814	40179	40544	40909	41275	41640	42005	42370	42736	43101	43466	43831	44197	44562	44927	45292	45658	46023	46388	46753	47119	47484	47849	48214	48580	48945	49310	49675	50041	50406	50771	51136	51502	51867	52232	52597	52963	53328	53693	54058	54424	5478	9	0	1.6136233697746358	3.5428526507150915	5.1824176851075601	6.8926485997262521	8.6247226320071988	10.177798427859765	11.505588430724947	12.841675600642338	14.17844704475757	15.570369576985154	18.499144394571299	19.757862838872491	21.018815413114325	20.294342275153841	21.326749124297759	21.614089147463595	21.158692293714338	20.702249045626601	20.245168051926758	19.787320382710622	19.348515685887758	18.889521778020544	18.430855314753899	17.968290886735687	17.504094917141565	17.038261310741483	16.735243777363564	16.436063260153798	16.132295538366719	15.8344528427249	15.533063691017997	15.235576973120278	14.941054155082576	14.649264984987681	14.385237767447046	14.09724138745837	California’s Annual GHGs

(Million Metric Tons CO2 Equivalent)

Should we refocus goals towards a single metric, or at least make GHGs reductions a key direct goal?
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There are pros and cons but the shift may enable PG&E to play a larger role in transitioning to a low carbon future. 
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